
The Company provides a variety of appealing Bonus programs to its latest and existing Clients, 

who have initiated their trading account. Bonuses and/or Promotions and/or financial awards 

(“Bonuses”) presented to Clients are features of the Company’s Promotions program. These 

Bonuses are limited time offers and their conditions can be subjected to amendments upon 

written request given to Clients upon modifications to important sections of the conditions 

arrangement. Before accepting any Bonus proposals, Clients will get the chance to consider the 

terms & conditions associated with each Bonus scheme to fully comprehend how the scheme 

works (including its T&C) and offer their approval regarding the acceptance of any potential 

modifications.The Clients do not have to accept any Bonuses offered by the Company; all 

Bonuses are voluntary. If the Clients will choose not to accept a Bonus, under these 

circumstances, the Clients will not be bound to the terms & conditions relating to that Bonus. By 

accepting the offered Bonuses, the Clients will be bound by the guidelines, provisions and terms 

of the Bonus programs, only if they have fully understood and agreed to the terms and conditions 

of this agreement.Promotions and Bonuses may come occasionally alongside a volume or trader 

point requirement, given that requirements vary depending on Bonus and Deposit amounts. The 

various Bonus Promotions and programs are offered at random events and will be included into 

the clients account in the following way: 

1. Pending Bonus: Pending Bonus will be included to the trade account balance exclusively 

after the required trading points have been accumulated. As the company does not wish 

to restrict a trader’s account, up until the requirement has been met, Bonuses will be kept 

separate from the trader’s initial funds. Because the Bonus is separated from the trader’s 

original funds, the trader could withdraw their funds whenever, in conformity with 

traditional withdrawal terms. Keep in mind that every Bonus has its own conditions for 

trader points and termination. For additional details, see the Bonus Report. 

2. 1 Trade on Us: 1 trade on us is a reward granted to eligible investors. It functions in 

accordance with the simple principle: your account manager familiarizes you with the 

guaranteed 1 trade on us Bonus, which works in the event the first closed trade, of which 

was allocated after the original (or relevant) deposit, wasn’t helpful. If the first closed 

trade, that was allocated after the original (or relevant) deposit, is successful, then the 1 

trade on us is invalid. This Bonus terminates in ten days (including weekends) after the 

initial (or relevant) deposit. If the trader becomes eligible for the 1 trade on us, it will be 

added to their account upon request, or in some cases within 14 business days. 

3. Birthday Bonus The Bonus is offered as a daily e-mail to those clients, who maintain a 

real and verified account, on the day of their birthday and for the period of seven (7) days 

from the day of their birthday.  

1. Clients who deposit the minimum amount of $/€/£ 250 receive: 

I. 20% trade on us 

II. 50% discount on account types 

2. New clients: 200% Welcome Bonus (pending) on first deposit.The bonus is added 

to the trading account and can be withdrawn only when appropriate trader points 

have been acquired. If the client had an active bonus before accepting the new 

bonus, the trading points for each bonus will have to be completed before any of 

them can be released. 

All of the Company’s additions to the Bonus terms are final. 



The Clients are with this invited to utilize the Company’s Bonus in a fair and justified way, per 

the terms and conditions of said agreement. The Company can cancel and even terminate the 

trader’s account if it presumes any type of wrong doing or abuse of the Bonus by the trader, that 

include reasons as listed in section 23. 

The company can single-mindedly decide upon whether clients have misused 

and/or  manipulated its platform and/or its Bonuses. 

All of the Bonuses and favoring advantages must be used in conformity with the offer’s 

restricted time period. 

In the case of misuse and/or abuse of the Bonus terms, the said Company is allowed to annul the 

Bonus. Should this be the case, the company’s decisions shall be final. Any change within the 

Bonus terms and conditions is reserved to be revoked solely by the company, and later displayed 

on its website. 

The consent to the receiving of the Bonus, its terms and conditions, and its inclusion to the 

trader’s account tie the trader to the said Bonus’s terms and conditions here and henceforth. 

 


